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London Based Bespoke Jewelry Manufacturer Opts 
for EnvisionTEC to Improve Speed and Quality.

Since 2004 YC LONDON has grown and now acts both as a 
manufacturing jeweller and has online and offline retail presence. 

Yianni’s unique bespoke designs have been sold across the world 
and have resulted in a cult following. Some of the hand built 
designs have even found their way into the hands of celebrities, 
with Rihanna and 50cent sporting the now infamous YC Handcuff. 
They were also commissioned to make jewelry for both the late 
Jerry Lewis and Sir Alex Ferguson.   

YC LONDON continues to grow and invest, now welcoming young 
Sol Constantinou, who has now joined the family business as a 
4th generation jeweller.

Why 3D Printing?

YC LONDON is a traditional jeweller with a history of making 
high quality pieces in the traditional way, using hand-carved wax 
models. These wax models are legendarily hard to manage, with a 
great deal of skill required to achieve an even close to consistent, 
symmetrical shape. 

“Our Printer has become 
a member of our team 
allowing us to grow and 
provide our customers 
with a faster service with 
impeccable results.”  
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

YC LONDON is a family run jewelry business, founded in 2004 by Yianni and Eva Constantinou.  
Established as a manufacturing jeweller in Hatton Garden, London it was built on strong foundations, as 
both founders had strong family connections and history in the jewelry industry.  Eva was brought up in 
the jewelry world with her father starting out in Hatton Garden back in the 1960s, and Yianni had started 
his apprenticeship at the age of 16, so between them they knew what they were doing.
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Having spent many years working with these techniques, Yianni 
and Eva saw other jewellers starting to use digital solutions and 
were amazed at the advantages that they were bringing. 

3D printing not only speeds up production, but it also allows 
jewellers to produce more intricate pieces than ever before, with 
delicate filigree and fine surface quality that requires less finishing.  
Tweaks and changes to designs are also much faster, allowing 
customer ideas to be turned into reality much more accurately and 
quickly. The use of high wax materials allows for clean casting and 
the prints are resilient enough for customers to try pieces on prior 
to them being cast. YC LONDON are experts in custom 

designed jewelry pieces. Above is a 
skull ring printed off on the EnvisionTEC 
Micro in EC3000 castable resin. Below is 
the same ring being finished, ready for 
casting.

“We were interested in a 3D printer mainly to 
speed up our work output. Printing is so much 
faster than hand production, also the detail 
available is far greater. The ability to show the 
customer their piece in a finished print, then be 
able to change it without wasting too much time 
or material has also been a godsend.”  
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

Another advantage of using 3D printing is the fast printing of 
tough resins for the production of silicon molds. These can then be 
used time and time again to reproduce designs.

Why EnvisionTEC?

Knowing that the business needed to invest in digital technology 
to stay competitive, Yianni and Eva scoured the market, looking 
at a number of brands from around the world.  None that they 
looked at seemed to have local distributors or the comprehensive 
technical support they wanted. After talking to a couple of 
colleagues and listening to others in the industry they heard about 
EnvisionTEC and began to investigate the brand.

YC LONDON contacted distributor GVUK and saw a demonstration 
of a number of machines including the EnvisionTEC Micro desktop 
model with Q-View and EC3000 resins.

“EnvisionTEC seemed to be the best product by far. The quality of the prints and the 
resins they have is amazing. Other machines didn’t have as high a spec as EnvisionTEC. 
Also the distributor was local, so the experience was more personal and all the help and 
advice we needed was right on our doorstep.”  
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

Once cast, finished items are polished 
and stones set as required.
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The 3D printer works seamlessly with the Gemvision  Matrix 
software that was also supplied by the local distributor GVUK. The 
printer and software combination allows YC London to quickly print 
demonstration pieces for customers, and final models in EC3000 for 
casting.

Ongoing, as the business expands, and further production capacity 
is required, the team aim to invest in a bigger printer. Though there 
are other brands in the market, the intention is to remain with 
EnvisionTEC due to the quality of the prints, the resins available and 
the support from the distribution partner.

“The 3D Printer has been amazing. We can finish a 
ring and print it out in the Q-View resin in around an 
hour and the customer can try it on and see how it 
looks without major cost or hassle. The customers 
love this technology.” 
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

“We’d like to purchase a larger EnvisionTEC machine 
for some of our bigger projects, it would be good to 
be able to print large pendants, bangles and so on.  
 
The product is remarkable. I would always look at 
EnvisionTEC first for any future equipment as my 
printer has been extremely reliable. “ 
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

After seeing the compact Micro series EnvisionTEC printer and the 
range of materials, they were sold. 

“We got the EnvisionTEC Perfactory Micro. We mainly 
need it for bespoke rings and small pendants. It sits in 
our office and takes up little room.“ 
- Eva Constantinou, Founder, YC London

For more information on YC London and its services visit:

YC LONDON LTD 
Unit 1152 
Whitgift Centre 
Croydon 
CR0 1XB  
0208 681 0646  
www.yclondon.co.uk

YC London use Gemvision software to 
create initial designs and renders.

Initial sketches are quickly converted 
into CAD and printed ready for the 
customer to test fit. Signed off designs 
can be printed in castable materials at 
the same time (below)

Stones test fitted before casting. 
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ENVISIONTEC, INC.
Dearborn, USA
Phone +1-313-436-4300

ENVISIONTEC GMBH
Gladbeck, Germany 
Phone +49 2043 9875-0

ENVISIONTEC UK 
Stoke-on-Trent, UK
Phone +44 (0)1782 418040

ENVISIONTEC Asia
Shanghai, China
Phone +86 186 163 10393

About EnvisionTEC:

EnvisionTEC is a leading global provider of professional-grade 3D 
printing solutions. Founded in 2002 with its pioneering commercial 
DLP printing technology, EnvisionTEC now sells a range of printer 
configurations based on six distinct technologies that build objects 
from digital design files. The company’s premium 3D printers serve a 
variety of medical, professional and industrial markets, and are valued 
for precision, surface quality, functionality and speed.

EnvisionTEC Materials, the perfect choice for Jewelry

EnvisionTEC is a leading choice among goldsmith jewelers, and custom and large manufacturers for 3D 
printing jewelry patterns for casting.  EnvisionTEC’s 3D professional grade printers and materials offer 
superior detail, precision and a smooth surface finish that requires less finishing. 

Highly detailed filigree and accurate settings are routinely produced with little or no adjustment to the 
machine. Models are produced at extremely high speed, especially when using EnvisionTECs patented 
cDLM technology that is unparalleled in the industry.

EnvisionTEC DLP technology provides accuracy beyond laser or printing alternative technologies with 15 
micron resolution capability as standard.  This makes EnvisionTEC 3D printers the perfect choice for micro 
pave or invisible settings. A substantial, focussed range of materials ensures that no matter what the 
application you are covered:

• EC500 - A castable material with moderate wax
  levels for 3D printing heavier jewelry pieces of up
  to 20 grams finish weight.

• WIC100G - A popular value material in the
  EnvisionTEC portfolio. Containing 20% powder
  wax content.

• RC Series - A series of high-temperature resins
  for building tough and stiff parts at very high
  resolutions.

• PIC 100 Series - A popular production casting
  material, allowing for  exceptional detail and
  surface finish. PIC is recommended for pieces up
  to 5 grams finish weight.

• Easy Cast 2.0 C - A breakthrough material
  for the high-speed printing of a castable
  photopolymer with the highest wax content
  available in 3D printing.

• EPIC - A 3D printing material that contains 8%
  liquid wax for lower thermal expansion during
  burnout.

• EC3000 - A high wax content material that
  delivers exceptionally crisp details and a smooth
  surface finish.

• Photosilver - A high temperature resistant
  material for the production of vulcanized rubber
  molds.

• HTM140 V2 - A high temperature molding
  material for producing non-metal masters.

• QView - A resin that is ideal for providing fast
  design verification models.

Partners:

Special thanks to UK distribution partner GVUK and thank you to Eva 
Constantinou for her extensive support in the making of this case study. 


